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ASHES
By J.E. Luebering
With the posting ofenergy consumption
charts and conservation tips in Gund
Commons, Active Students Helping the
Earth Survive (ASHES) kicked off Energy
Conservation Month intended to"encourage
people and set an example," explained
seniors Rosanna Jones and Alice Roche, co-coordina- tors
of ASHES.
According to Joseph Nelson, vice-preside- nt
of finance, due to this year's
extremely cold temperatures, Kenyon's
energy costs for January 1994 were 78
percent higher or S63.000 more expensive
than last January.
Nelson explained, "we set our budgets
based upon annual expectations for
consumption of energy in normal weather
and under normal use of buildings," he
continued, "if we do not incur any more
excessively severe weather...I do not expect
any budget problems to materialize that we
cannot deal with."
ASHES has offered free pizza to the
student residence which conserves the most
energy during February. Energy use both
total and per capita will be recorded on
the charts in Gund Commons.
"There's been an interest in the charts
by students," said Jones and Roche.
However, no "definite decrease in energy
The System of Interactive Guidance and
Information may be the nicest thing the
Educational Testing S erv icehas ever come
up with for students. seepage six
consumption" has occurred between the Aprilandbecause"there'smoreopportunity
"base week" (indicating normal usage) and to conserve energy, forexample by turning
the first and
second weeks of
February.
ASHES also
hopes to increase
communication
between the
Maintenance
Department and
students.
Most
students
ordinarily open a
window in an
over-heate- d room
instead of calling
"Kenyon 's energy costs
for January 1994 were
78 percent higher or
$63,000 more expensive
than last January."
--Noted Vice-Preside- nt of Finance,
Jo Nelson.
Maintenance to
report the problem, commented Jones and
Roche.
Their advice to students is to report all
such problems to the Maintenance
Department immediately.
Jones and Roche were quick to point
out that"we'renotaskingeveryone to freeze"
but that "those who can control their heat
don't need to set their thermostat to 80
(degrees)."
Jones and Roche decided to make
February Energy Conservation Month so as
not to interfere with Earth DayWeek in
blockedoffPublic Square to incoming um
Collegian Digest
Recurring incidents of vandalism in Old
Kenyon have added up to at least $2,100
worth of damages. see page two
Last Tuesday, anotherwise dreary night,
suddenly became enjoyable when a folk
concert came to uamoier.
see page jour
There is not one single black literary
tradiUonnorasinglcblackfeministliterary
tradition. see page seven
For some literary critics and authors
Sure. It's February, and most people
associate frisbee with warm sunny days at
the beach, see page ten
Winter 01ymp.es are severe"ReviewZakMorgau?myaudiblevoice The 1994
and the quest for medals ismimed to my editor. see page five days old now,
winfruD. see page eleven
.......... u .
EDITORIAL BOARD: Wcrceognize that
be necessary, but wea cut in spending may
request that the College spares the current
services. see page three
down the heat if
you'll be out all
day."
ASHES .'isumed
responsibility of
all on-camp- us
environmental
events after
reaching an
agreement with
the Kenyon
Environmental
Committee
(KEC) last year.
Energy
Conservation
Month and Earth
DayWeek observances are now ASHES'
responsibilities while the KEC concentrates
on campus recycling efforts.
Although February is the primary focus
of the organization' s efforts, Jones and Roche
hope that "people will develop habits that
will last into the long run."
An automated building management
system will be installed next year to control
heating. According to Nelson, the system
will cost $282,000, however it will save
about $100,00 per year and every year in
energy costs.
Man Holds Wife and Three Others Hostage in Mt. Vernon
By Robert Rogers
Mount Vemon's Public Square was
closed to traffic for nearly four hours last
Saturday when a lone gunman held his
estranged wife and four others, including
two children, hostage at Results Tanning
Salon.
Daniel Seals, 34, of 22 Cliff Street in
Mount Vemon rushed into the salon about
10:30 a.m. with a .380 caliber automatic
pistol in his coat pocket. He ordered a mother,
her two sons, and an employee into another
room and declared that no one would leave
the establishment until Cheryl, his wife,
called the man Seals believed to be her new
boyfriend to come to the salon.
Seals released Tanning Salon employee
Pam Shaw, customer Percy Schmidt, and
Schmidt' s six and seven year old sons Bobby
and Brad after ten minutes. Shaw
immediately contacted the Mount Vernon
police department, where dispatcher Ryan
Monroe established communications with
Seals.
Thepolice, in cooperation with the Knox
County Sheriffs Department and the Ohio
Highway Patrol'shostage negotiation team,
kept a vigil around the tanning salon and
Seals repeatedly demanded alcohol a
bottle of Jack Daniels and some beer food,
and cigarettes from the police, who agreed
only to deliver him food and cigarettes.
Refusing food without alcohol, Seals
accepted cigarettes and a lighter Captain
Curry of the MVPD left outside the salon
and was otherwise cooperative with
negotiators.
He finally agreed to surrender at 2:35
p.m.
' Seals was charged with four counts of
abduction for the four hostages he released
initially. Cheryl Seals refused to press
charges against her husband.
Seals had agreed to meet his wife at the
tanning salon to sign some divorce papers.
Mrs. Seals had filed a petition for divorce on
December 14th. Three days prior to the
incident at the salon Daniel Seals had been
told by a friend that his wife had a new
boyfriend.
On Friday, Seals traded his hunting
shotgun for a pistol at a local establishment
and practiced shooting.
"Between Friday afternoon and
Saturday morning Seals . drank a great
quantity ofalcohol, over a case ofbeer," said
County Prosecutor John Baker. "He was up
all night and had no food for three days. On
Saturday he went to the salon...Apparently,
when his wife got out of her car, he didn't
like the look she gave him. He reached into
the glove compartment of his car and put the
pistol he had there into his coat pocket."
see KOSTAGEpage two
News Brief
$25,000 Donated for
Crozier Improvements
By Mona Abdallam
Recently the L.L, and Margaret
Walker Foundation donated $25,000 to
Kenyon. Part of the donation was
intended to be used for the renovation
and enlargement ofthebackroomofthe
Crozier Center for Women.
The plan is to enlarge the first-flo- or
back northeast room, which the Owl
Creek Singers currently use, to be large
enough to accommodate meetings and
dinhere,;- -
Associate Dean of Students and
advisor to the Crozier Center, Cheryl
Steele, commented that the renovation
fits in nicely with the 25th anniversary
celebration of women at Kenyon in 1 995.
Construction will tentatively be
completed by the end of the summer.
Stuart Walker, class of 1990,
arranged the gift.
Provost Applicants
to Visit Campus
By Robin Smith-Marti- n
With Provost Reed S. Browning
resigning to continue working full-tim- e as a
Kenyon professor of history, a search
committee was formed in September to find
a suitable replacement The first of the three
final candidates will be on campus the week
after Spring Break.
The committee, composed of five
faculty members, two students, two
administrators, and two trustees, is chaired
by Professor Raymond Heithaus of the
Biology department. Other members of the
committee include President Jordan and
Dean Bradley.
Heithaus commented that the first step
in the rather complex search process was to
define the role of Provost. Through the
compilation of numerous assorted statements
by faculty and administrators, the search
committee was able to form ajob description
which stressed Kenyon's commitment to
teaching, scholarship, and education in the
liberal arts and sciences.
"The Provost," according to the Provost
Position Announcement, "is the chief
academic officer of the College and leader
of the faculty; providing direction and
support for the faculty in curriculum and
matters of broad strategic interest."
Once completed, the Provost Position
Announcement was distributed and appeared
in such publications as The Chronicle of
Higher Education. Approximately 200
letters of recommendation were received,
including some 50 from faculty, friends of
the college, and College presidents. 84
see PROVOST page two
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Incidents ofVandalism in Old Kenyon Cause $2,100 ofDamage
By Gabriel Frasca
With at least $2,100 worth of damage
and vandalization, Old Kenyon has had to
replace and repair exit signs, replace broken
ceiling tiles and emergency lights, and pay
to have fire hoses which have been
discharged cleaned out and put back in their
emergency cases.
Old Kenyon students will soon be
responsible for paying for any further
damage.
Every Kenyon student pays $15 at the
start of the year into his or her dorm's
damage fund. With recent damage still being
assessed. Old Kenyon either has, or will
with any new acts of vandalism, exhausted
its fund for the entire year. That means that
all Old Kenyon residents will share new
costs.
Furthermore, left-ov- er money from
damage fund is usually used at the end of the
year to purchase new furnishings for dorms,
items such as sofas, microwaves, televisions
and VCR's, and to help pay for dorm
improvements. There will be no left-ov- er
money for Old Kenyon this year.
Old Kenyon residents were informed of
all this in a letter this past week from House
Manager Tana Barton (although Barton has
posted a damage board all year to keep
residents abreast of new developments). In
the letter, Barton asked for students' help in
identifying the vandals, so that they will be
charged
for these
acts, and
not all
Kenyon
residents.
"You
should
not have
to pay for
damage
that you
have not
done, so
please
"What this comes down to is an
issue of respect. It's ridiculous to
just destroy something.
Director of Student Housing,
Bob Graves
give me
your help in this matter," said Barton. In
addition, Barton asked that students report
promptly any damage that they discover in
an effort to help security find the vandal(s)
responsible.
Director of Student Housing Bob
Graves, echoed Barton's request. "When
we find someone who has damaged
something, we charge them the cost. Even
though we don't announce it, something
like that gets around, and if people hear,
maybe that can act as a deterrent."
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Jenny Ross, Assistant to the Director of
Housing, continued, 'Teople don't tend to
react to something like this until it affects
them
directly,
until
they get
t h e
bilL.We
want
people
to take a
more
active
role and
report
something
as soon
as they
hear or see it."
Ross added that it is particularly
important for the residents of Old Kenyon to
be more vigilant because much of the
damage to their dorm might not be caused
by them. "Old Kenyon has more parties in
its lounges then just about any otherbuilding
on campus, and because of its location, there
is a lot of traffic through there. Much of this
damage might be done by outsiders."
Much of the vandalism has happened
on upstairs floors, where party-goe- rs would
PROVOST
continued from page one
candidates applied for the position. Of those
84 candidates, 12 have been selected for
further examination.
Three candidates will be presented with
invitations to visit the campus and further
acquaint themselves with the Kenyon
community. This Committee will then make
a recommendation to President Jordan who
will select the next Provost with the approval
HOSTAGE
continued from page one
Baker felt that the police department
handled the event "by the book," and added
that it was "difficult to criticize something
that turned out so well," noting that two
similar incidents in recent years one very
near the Public Square area had ended in
violence.
"I was very worried," said a Public
Square merchant, who at her place of
business during the incident, and asked that
her name be withheld. "I didn't know the
be less likely to be, though almost all of the
damage has been on weekends.
Martina Faulkner, a senior and Old
Kenyon resident, is upset both at the amount
of damage being done, and the system that
will probably end up charging her for the
vandalism.
Faulkner continued, "I think it's stupid
that this stuff happens, and that its completely
unfair that I'm going to get charged for it,"
said Faulkner. "There are a lot of very
conceited and selfish people on this campus,
and because they want to get drunk on
Friday night and break something, the rest
of us end up having to pay for it"
When asked if she felt that there was
anything students could do to help stop the
vandalism, Faulkner added, "Yeah, we could
start to turn people in."
Graves pointed out that the $2,000 could
be put to much better use, and emphasized
that the school is not out to get anyone, they
just want to see the vandalism stopped.
Graves added that there is also a health
risk from all of this vandalism. "If there
were a fire or some emergency in Old
Kenyon, we could be in a position where we
didn't have exit signs or emergency lights or
a fire hose...What this comes down to is an
issue of respect. It's ridiculous tojust destroy
something."
Jordan Heads Task Force Concerned with National Student Loan Policy
By Heather Heerssen
The National Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities
(NAICU), a Washington-base- d alliance of
independent college presidents concerned
with public policy issues at the federal and
state levels, recently appointed President
Philip Jordan as chair of its Task Force on
Appropriate Accountability: Regulations,
Accreditation, and Assessment The body
continues the long-standi- ng concern of the
Association with accountability and
responds to recent events.
The NAICU created the task force last
fall in response to regulations being
developed under the 1992 amendments of
the Higher Education Act. According to
Jordan, the Higher Education Act includes
"measures intended to assure better
collection of student loans and a reduction
of the default rate, while at the same time to
bring colleges under closer government
oversight and control."
"We strongly support action to lower
loan defaults and define accountability,"
said Jordan. "We're not saying 'well, so
what about loans,' or 'No accountability
forget about standards.' We're saying that
there are ways to assure accountability that
are appropriate to colleges and universities."
Jordan states, however, that loan
repayment delinquencies occur mostly
among the "for-prof- it or proprietary sector
of higher education." In her NAICU panel
presentation on Public Policy and Higher
Education, Dominican College President
Sister Mary Andrew Matesich stated that
such proprietary schools, mainly trade
schools, constituted 92 percent of the 303
institutions with student loan default rates
exceeding 30 percent for 1 989 through 1991.
Members of the NAICU are particularly
concerned about regulations, presently being
developed by the Department of Education,
that go beyond dealing effectively with
institutions with high default rates to
empower new state agencies to investigate
colleges and universities in a much wider
dimension and to regulate accrediting bodies.
Jordan believes that these regulations
"include significant intrusive elements."
Matesich states, "The coming
bureaucratic control of our sector threatens
to homogenize our institutions, diminish
our diversity andlimitourability to innovate,
experiment, take risks, press limits, and go
against the grain."
Jordan's task force seeks to develop
standards by which independent colleges
could work with state agencies and regulate
their own accrediting agencies "so that the
government is not permitted to become
intrusive into the central affairs of colleges
and universities."
"We strongly support action to lower
loan defaults and define accountability,"
says Jordan. "We're not saying 'Well, so
what about loans,' or 'No accountability
forget about standards.' We're saying that
there are ways to assure accountability that
are appropriate to colleges and universities,
and that's what we favor and intend to
accomplish."
Jordan and the NAICU have been
see JORDAN page twelve
of the trustees.
The search committee has emphasized
its commitment to an open search process
that includes not only faculty and
adm inistrators but students and staff as well.
Further more, as stated at the bottom of
the Provost Position Announcement, "The
Application of Women and minorities are
particularly encouraged."
situation...I thought it could have been any
of us. He could have taken potshots in our
direction. I was disappointed that the police
didn' t tell us right away what had happened,
what we were supposed to do. Five or six
calls would have taken care of our corner.
Another witness, however, was simply
relieved the event took place briefly and
painlessly. "It wasn't thatbad," said Shannon
Shcllcnbargcrof Audio Wizard."! was just
worried about who was up there."
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ARA Needs Creative Ways to Cut Costs
Last week, the Kenyon community discovered a small shock on the face of their
computer screen. The Student Life Committee announced that ARA would have to cut
expenditures by 10 percent or $200,000 for next year. We, the Editorial Board recognize
thatacut in spending may be necessary, but we request that the College spares thecurrent
The Kenyon student body enjoys the choice ofboth the Shoppes and Peirce cafeterias
which are open at the same time. Students can get a sandwich downstairs and select a
beverage from upstairs (many of which arc notavailable at both locations). If people had
10 stay in the Shoppes to eat their sandwich and soda, the seating would be overcrowded.
The service also gives students an extended lunch, which fosters the community
amosphere at Kenyon by allowing them to go into Peirce and grab a snack almost as if
you were at home. If students did not have extended lunch, anyone with classes during
the lunch hours would miss out on the meal entirely. Students would probably have to go
out shopping and also no one has the ability to make an omelette in their room, even if
iky have a "Kitchenette" (Apartments are supposed to be independent aren't they?)
As forclosing Gund on the weekends, this would mean a long walk for North-endc- rs
and would definitely cause an overflow of people atPeirce for Sunday Brunch and Friday
Dinner.: -- if
There are other way s to save money in Kenyon's dining services. The school should
try to make a list of the luxuries ARA provides for us and see if some other service can
provide them for the right amount of money. We've changed food services in the past,
why don't we look around just to make sure we are getting our money's worth?
The school could also provide student workers at a tower wage to replace some of
ARA's staff. Kenyon could thus increase the amount of financial aid it can distribute by
giving more jobs to students.
We certainly appreciate and value the services that ARA currendy provides.
However, we just hope that some creativity can be used to make economic cuts without
losing those special benefits. :
written by members of the editorial board
Hall Asks Larson For Answers
Dear Editors,
I just have a few problems with Ms.
Larson's latest observations of life here on
the hill. While I understand her
disappointment and anger over her
experience at the Phling, I think she lost
sight of her point and took off on a long-wind- ed
and irrelevant tangent
In the three and a half years I have
attended this school, I have witnessed some
extremely intoxicated individuals. On a few
occasions,I have been one of those extremely
intoxicated individuals. However, as a
solution to the "problem" of alcohol abuse,
I do not agree with Ms. Larson on several
points.
First, it is clear that Ms. Larson is
incapable of forming an objective opinion
on this issue, as illustrated by her call for
stricter alcohol regulation by campus
officials. Does she understand that in the
real world, people are not expelled from
their homes for filling their refrigerators
with beer? I am sorry to have to be the one
to point out that, like it or not, we are
preparing to enter the real world. ApparenUy,
some of us are more prepared for this than
others. I do not mean to say the ability to
drink oneself into oblivion is a sign of
maturity, or that this ability marks one's
readiness for life off the hill. What I mean
rules in the real world, so why should that be
the case at Kenyon?
Ms. Larson' s ideal college, one in which
students "lose privileges and complete
freedom" in order for the majority ofstudents
to enjoy a sober evening is, thankfully, not a
possibility. We are living in the 1990's, not
the 1890's. We are given privileges and
freedoms because those are ideals upon
which our country was founded. Whether or
not excessive alcohol consumption was
intended to be protected under the
constitution or not, the fact remains, I would
rather attend Kenyon and be able to keep
beer in my 'fridge than attend St. Mary's of
the Resurrection and be expelled for looking
at the wine list.
One last point Contrary to Ms. Larson's
assertion to the contrary, Senior Week is not
centered around the beer truck. Of the $55
each senior pays in dues, I would be willing
to bet only about five dollars, if that, goes to
pay for the truck. Other events, both with
and without alcohol are planned, in order for
all seniors to have a good time. If Ms.
Larson still feels that this is too much to ask,
I suggest she offer some creative ideas to the
Senior Class Committee I know they're
looking for some.
Sincerely,
tOSav U thst mnrallh, rvViro An n- - maVp thf. Sarah Hall
Penick Critizes Editorial Board
Dear Editors,
It is with great regret that I enter this
public record of the extreme embarrassment
hich my association with The Kenyon
College Collegian has caused me in light of
last week's editorial which attempted to
thrash the "procedures" of 100 Senior. I
am in the unique, though uncomfortable,
Position of sitting on both the executive
committee of 100 Senior and the Editorial
Board of The Collegian. Because of the
stance of last week's editorial which
attempted to lambast the "procedures" of
100, with which I was directly involved, I
feel the need to publicly clarify any
misperceptions as to my views of the 100
Seniorprogram. As my active involvement
on the leadership board of 100 Senior
would suggest, I fully support and affirm the
goal of 100 Senior and the approach
see PENICK page twelve
Hatfield, Holder
Dear Editors,
Inaweekfullof various Gestapo-esqu- e,
Security raids, and more inconsistent
decisions by our administration, we have
none-the-le- ss chosen a new target for our
now weekly critique of Hill life.
In the event that some are still guessing
we'll give you a hint: whine, POUT, NAG!
Still clueless'.' Here's a quote, "I went to
Philander's Phebruary Phling...I returned
home some time" later, disgrunUed and
disgusted." Yes, this week we take issue
with the Collegian's favorite columnist (now
that Mark's gone) Ms. Larson.
First we must concede several points to
Ms. Larson. Cer, inly it is ridiculous to have
your person physically injured by someone.
It is even more outrageous that the
perpetrators) of the injury didn't bother to
apologize. Having your coats trounced by a
drunken mob isn't too cool either. We do
feel though that there is a certain extent to
which these experiences, however painful,
or rude, are part of life. Sure our biases are
clear here We're two key players in the
drunken majority on this campus (and it is a
majority). Still there is something to all this.
Okay, so your time at the Phling was a
bust, but do you really think it was the
drunks that hampered your Phun? Well,
maybe it was, but maybe there are drunk
people everywhere. How 'bout that? There
are also inconsiderate people everywhere.
Granted Kenyon may have its fair share of
both drunk and inconsiderate people, but
are we really that bad?
page three OPINION
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Question Larson
The bottom line is this: When else are
you going to have this time in your life?
Never. It seems silly to say, but the point is,
you will never live this moment again. So,
like the Pepsi commercial says "be young,
have fun..." drink whatever you want.
The fact is that some folks don' t handle
their liquor well. Its a universal truth. Some
people here at Kenyon should probably even
be getting help for their problems, but we
didn't take too well to your wholesale
indictment of people who drink at all. Even
so, your column was probably not much of
a wake up call to those people who needed
it most, in fact most of them probably got a
good laugh (especially at the lame-as- s part).
It just seems like you're a little over
stressed about the whole thing Ms. Larson.
The fact that people drink, and excessively
at that is not the root of all the problems in
this world (or at Kenyon for that matter).
Sure we bitch more than anyone about
what we think are problems at Kenyon, but
we still love it here. We only hope that you
can figure out some way to enjoy your stay
at this lovely little place- - even though its not
or could never be a smoke, and dust free
Utopia
One last thing: for God's sake don't
protest the beer truck during senior week
(next to seeing President Jordan at graduation
it is our greatest motivation!). See you at the
Fandango...
Sincerely,
Theodore J. Holder
John D. Hatfield
Gustafson Supports Current Program
Dear Editors,
I did not solicit for 100 Senior, and
I'm not writing to convince anyone to give
money to Kenyon. I merely want to voice
my grievous reaction to your misdirection
and insensitivity regarding this program.
I found your editorial (2-10-9- 4) on the
matter unconvincing and poorly written.
You fail to support your claims with any
evidence or suggested alternatives. Here's
why:
"Guilt-lace- d logic?" I don't know how
you were approached, but the person who
asked me just explained the program, its
aims, and my choices: pledgeordon'tpledge.
Pretty simple. No hassles, no pressure.
If you had a "pesky representative" and
you were reluctant to give, maybe you need
an assertiveness lesson in saying "no."
Perhaps what you really need is a real-wor- ld
lesson in the solicitation of donations.
Please let me warn you that people will
"hound" you for the rest of your life and
now I mean hound --to give to their cause. If
you are uncomfortable dealing with a peer at
Kenyon asking for money, what will you
say to UNICEF or your favorite political
clown? "Uh, sorry I'd love to give, but I
don't like the way you asked. Try again and
say it nicely this time. How about throwing
a party for me?" Give enough the first time
and maybe you will get a party. Even so, do
we truly need to "celebrate" our own gifts?
Hold the thought I'll come back to it
Moving on. Where does a group of so-call- ed
journalists get offcomplaining about
being "bombarded with a plethora ofreasons
to give?" You engage in the slimiest, most
intrusive occupation in the modern world,
and you can't be bothered for five minutes to
support your alma mater? Please. Perhaps
the 100 Senior rep read your goodwill
meter and decided you couldn't
independendy think of any worthy reasons
to give, so they offered a few.
Great suggestion that giving "could be
a way to celebrate our final year in Gambier."
Perhaps that's the reason they ask now while
we are still "celebrating" Kenyon rather
than immersed in careers or grad school.
(Not thatl think my years in Gambier will be
easily forgotten.) The committee tried to
explain the program in December at the
senior dinner when we were celebrating, but
our apathy and overzealous rejoicing
drowned out the speaker. You were probably
too drunk to remember.
Final point. Read the fine print. You
aren' t being "hounded for cash" now. Actual
donations don't begin until next year. Why
do we have to be "convinced why we should
donate in the years ahead," anyway? Look
around you. Reasons abound. Somewhere
you've lost the essence of giving. Give to
give, period. Or don't give, period. But
spare us the whining.
Kudos to the hard work of100 Senior
volunteers, thumbs down to the Collegian
editorial staff!
Sincerely,
Brooke Gustafson
Jump, l trunk mat rratemiues, so iar, are a
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Brenda Hillman Gives Reading, Encourages New Poets
By Aarron Webber
"Intuition to intention to metaphor to
music." That is how Brenda Hillman, poet
out of Berkeley and Professor of English at
St, Mary's College in California, described
how she writes a poem. Ms. Hillman came
to Kenyon on S unday to give apoetry reading
for the Ohio Poetry Circuit run by Sheila
Jordan. The reading was held in the Peirce
Lounge at eight o'clock, and for the next two
hours Ms. Hillman recited poems out of her
four published books: Whitebreast, Fortress,
Death Tracktapes, and Bright Existence.
Ms. Hillman captivated the audience
with her poems which reflected many of the
ideas that the students here at Kenyon tend
to attempt to write about. One poem,
specifically, caught my attention while
listening. It is entitled "Twelve Dawns." It
is actually a group ofvery short poems about
a similar subject, gnosticism, which is the a
self-enlightenm-
ent to bring one closer to
God. All of them were short meditations or
mantras on dawn and "all the owl had
learned."
In all of the poems Hillman read, she
seemed to relate the things of the moment in
face of those things which are eternal.
Hillman began with "Little Furnace,"
which was an extraordinary piece and an
excellent
starter. It
talked about
the moment
when we first
awake and our
beloved is
beside us
asleep, and the
furnace across
the room
flickers on and
off. You try to
She commented on the
young gas attendants and
how "their names in wilted
red letters above their
hearts,"
discover
meaning in this moment and the answer is:
"You are the meaningNo, no I am the shape
What is the meaning?You are the meaning."
Hillman also read a political poem
about the Gulf War. She said that she could
not actually write during the war but
afterwards she wrote this poem. It
commented on the use of oil in our cars and
how it all makes profits for those living and
ruling the lands we were fighting for and
against.
She
commented
on the young
gas attendants
and how "their
names in
wilted red
letters above
their hearts,"
and how it
"doesn't look
at all like the
blood of
young men,"
in reference to the blood of the dead soldiers,
both American and Iraqi.
After Hillman finished, she allowed
some time for questions and answers. One
student asked if it is it easier to write in
Jazz Quartet, Alegria Dazzle Gambier with Upbeat Tmes
By Rachel Orr
Jazz: it's the finger-snappin- g, toe-tappin- g,
hand-clappin- g, bee-boppi- ng music
of the trumpet, guitar, bass and drum,
producing one of the liveliest music crazes
ofalltime. Well, this timelessartperformed
by Kenyon music r , - , , --
instructor Brian
Gaber's quartet
certainly :
demonstrated to
Kenyon the spirit
1920s last
Thursday at Rosse
Hall.
Gaber's band
consists of Tom
Carroll, a music
faculty member of
both Denison and
Ohio State
University,
strumming along
on the guitar;
Columbus, Ohio
musician Joel
Steward beating
the drums: and
i
Jazz quartet plays Rosses Hall.
Terry Douds, the
former bassist of the Glenn Miller and
Carmen Callvalero bands. Featured in two
exciting selections was '93 Kenyon graduate
Gabriel Algeria on his trumpet.
The group immediately began with the
upbeat tune, "All The Things You Are," by
Jerome Kem. Each instrument was given
recognition with a solo or two in this number,
producing a very well-balanc- ed effect in the
music.
Gaber's melody on the trumpet was
quite clear and powerful, pleasantly
complemented by the light, steady rhythm
of the drums in the background, not to
mention the mellow, musical strains from
both the bass and guitar.
The following selection was a Gaber
original, entitled "Spirit of the Tiger." The
repeated melody among the many
instruments truly created an interesting
atmosphere. Adding such an exceedingly
rapid pace, this piece really moved
continuously, with its many runs bringing
the thrill of excitement gained from the
spirit of a tiger.
It's tempo also provided a wonderful
contrast to the following number, "I Thought
(photo Jenifer Woodbridge)
About You," a Jimmy Van Huesen ballad
popularized by its use in the "Benny
Goodman Story."
Beginning with a lovely romantic air,
this composition clearly defined three of the
S's in jazz music: sweet, soft and slow.
Surely this created a relaxing mood greatly
appreciated during a break from studying.
Yet perhaps the greatest part of it all was the
conclusion, played primarily by the trumpet,
which added a overall nice touch to the
serene selection.
At this point in the performance, Alegria
was brought into the act for Gaber's wildly
unique medley, "Upside-dow- n and
S ideways." Well, upside-dow- n and sideways
undeniably describes the song's many
creative themes, the most interesting being
that of the questioning and answering trumpet
calls between the former pupil and his very
proud professor. This theme was repeated at
the end of the selection, cutting off to a
amusingly surprising ending. Alegria, quite
a gifted musician, was sincerely impressive
as he demonstrated his ability to control
clear and precise notes in addition to the
quickly moving tempo. He proved his talent
again in the final ofGaber's
compositions,
"Darcy ' s Bounce," a
tune with a dancing
tempo that made one
want to step into the
aisle's to start
twisting the night
away. Here Steward
also proved the
mastery of his
instrument with a
spectacular
rhythmic solo on his
drums.
"Devil May
Care," written by
Bob Dorough, was
the number that gave
Algeria a rest
between his fine
performances. This
was yet another unique piece which
accentuated the sounds of Gaber's muted
trumpet, backed by a catchy , repetitive phrase
on the part of the other instruments. Again,
the ending was quite outstanding, not due to
a sharp or surprise conclusion, but rather by
the fading off to an absolute silence.
It is a shame that more people could not
have been present in the audience to
experience the timeless music of the 1920s.
Talent in both technique and style was
illustrated, yet the true excitement of the
music evolved from the manner in which the
instrumentalists expressed their love for their
work. Every seemingly insignificant
movement, from the tapping of their toes, to
the more obvious, entire body movements
of in vol vement with their work proved to all
their love for the art of performing, the art of
music, and most importantly, the art of jazz.
college or when you're older? The p
replied, "In college you don't have e
preconceptions on what you should
shouldn't do...this applies for all artists.'
When asked how she writes i
achieves such spirit-drive- n poetry, she si
she begins with intuition about a subje
then gains inspiration for an idea. Sheth
forms the metaphor and finally transfor;
the poem into music. She remarked fc:
can take her anywhere from several mon.
to years to write one poem because
revisions.
In atoom filled to the point where th:
was not even room to sit on the groir
Hillman gave her last piece of advice to :
many young poets who came to listen a.
learn.
She said that if we are writing poet
don't stop. If we haven't started: taker
risk. This is the one time in our lives wlr
we are "free in relation to our language."
mockingbird has chosen youyou can'tks:
her voice in" because "every voice is nest.
and every voice cries out in its own wa;
Sports Extra
1 ByTadReynes
The game just couldn't have
any closer. As Jamie Hariess' three poin
bounced offtherim with theclockrunn;;.
down in overtime, Lords' fans wime:
a valiant effort that barely came up shor.
Weary with a headache from the gams':
intensity, this story is written with ife
promise that intensity was not the probkr
last nighL
The Lords were ready for this garr;
Coach Brown had obviously worked ih:
Lords hard all this week as the tar
emerged with new plays and a ferocioi
defense from the locker room. Througte
the first half, there was energy flowin:
through every position as the Lord-covere- d
Wittenberg close on ever;
possession. On offense, the Lords were
patient, and good shots resulted from thec
poise. Again and again, the Lords workef
the ball inside to Che Smith who laid iii
points in the first 1 3 minutes of the game
When Che wasn't there, others were abk
to pick up the slack as Chris Donovan
Drew Miller and Jamie Hariess all made
significant scoring contributions in the
first half. There was no one player lhi
dom inated the game, the team moved ass
whole, and the Lords worked to take a six
point lead, 24-1- 8, on a Jamie Hariess 3
with 7:42 left in the half.
However, over the next five minute
Wittenberg gradually whittled Kcnyon's
lead down to two and then tied the game
at 30 with 2:30 left in the half. With the
basket, a large Wittenberg crowd suddenly
got back: into the game, and Kenyoc
reluctantly let the momentum slip away.
Wittenberg quickly scored six morepoints,
giving them nine unanswered, and gained
a 36 to 30 lead The Lords were down at
halftime 38-- 3 1 and in desperate need of
break in the action.
Halftime allowed both the Lords and
a gargantuan Kenyon crowd to boost tht'if
spirits again. Thepurplc and white painted
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but it is there. "We've got to find an answer,
there must be some other way" he implores,
warning us about "this garbage." Did I hear
right, or did young squire Morgan broach
the environmental issue? Egad!
Not to worry, though. By the very next
song he lulls back into music's old thematic
reserve. Everybody's favorite four letter
word you guessed it love. "It's True"
picks up in earnest what "Jungle Queens"
left off in
levity.
The
brief
narrative
thatpreceeds
every
song on
the copy of the lyrics (included with purchase
of the tape) alerts us to the inspiration for
this, his first-ev- er song: one Leigh Ann
Foster.
But titillating string-pickin- g and Zak's
perfectly acoustic-suite- d voice can't save
the listener from a growing sense of the
maudlin, repetitive (every verse ends in "I
love you") and predictible. Instead of a song
beautiful in the simplicity of its message ("I
love you"), the listener gets a slightly
shameful voyeuristic feeling, like spying on
a juvenile, Petrarchan courtship.
The listener cannot shuffle off the
shallowness of his Romeo-lik- e, vision --based
affection: "I love the clothes you wear I
love your soft blonde hair You've got me
up in the air, because it's true 1 love you."
Did the Zak of 1988 (the year "It's True"
was written) secretly listen to Michael
Bolton?
But the song that is most likely to draw
criticism is "The Reinhart Mobile." It
recounts his adventure being flashed by
three women on the highway which revealed
"six perky Midwestern boobs in the
window." In the name of the comical (but to
"Winter's Night" Lightens up KC
By Jennifer Boehme
Last Tuesday, an otherwise dreary
"winter's night" with hail and slush
everywhere suddenly became enjoyable
when a folk concert came to Gambier.
"On a Winter's Night" is a group of four
singersongwriters who have also worked
individually. Patty Larkin, Cheryl
Wheeler, John Gorka and CliffEberhardt
provided students with an evening of
hilarious fun.
"They weren't just musicians but
performers," said Beth Canterbury. The
group sang three rounds, each performer
leading one song each time. Feeding off
of the energetic rapportwith theaudience,
each singer tended to speak for a while
before actually beginning the song. Carol
Wheeler, probably the funniest of the
four, spoke the longest, almost too long
because everyone was waiting to hear her
play.
The communication with the
audience pulled concert-goer- s into the
action. For two hours they kept the KC
laughing and clapping.
During intermission, the band asked
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Morgan's Musical Muscles Evident On The Cricket and the Coin
By Adam Davies
"Review Zak Morgan?" my audible
voice mimed to my editor. "Sure." And then
it was done. B y the time she had the cassette
and a copy of the lyrics to "The Cricket and
the Coin" thrust into my hand, my inner
voice was already responding. "What are
you thinking, you idiot?!" It dawned on me,
the difficulty of being objective. I felt the
burden that a mother or father feels when
their child proudly produces their
"masterpiece" from art class. "Oh, how
lovely," we feel obligated to say.
So the tape laid on my desk by my
stereo for a few days. Every time I entered
the room I felt its oppression, the duty to my
editor, and the reluctance I had to pan the art
ofa fellow Kenyon student. Before listening
I had condemned Zak's work as predictable
and trite rip-of-fs of other artists at worst,
and as pardonable juvenalia at best. It was
only with the most determined effort I
removed a Cat S te ven tape from m y cassette
player and put in Zak's. Play.
What? Didn't I just remove Cat? I
picked up the lyrics and read along with
"Jungle Queens." The inventive lyrics ("A
tasty and tropical, marmalade dropical"),
plodding pleasantry and lolloping levity are
instantly ear-grabbi- ng and resonate Cat
Stevens to the deafening point.
But Zak never sinks to thinly-veile- d
musical tracing. Rather, his own unique
signature sits on every song, though tinged
as it is with the self-confess- ed influences of
Stevens, Stan Rogers, Over the Rhine, Dr.
Seuss(!), Roald Dahl and Zak's own Grandpa
Rooney.
Is this a Kenyon student? What year is
this guy?
"Raising a Stink" is embroidered with
the same light-heartedne- ss of "Jungle
Queens,"but this second song seems to have
its humour grafted onto a more serious issue.
Not in a leaden or excessively Baroque way,
Is this a Kenyon student?
What year is this guy anyway?
everyone to write down suggestions for
subjects to sing about When they returned
to the stage, they read through the slips and
chose the one that said "J. Crew." A lot of
people had expected them to make up a
song about "J. Crew" on the spot. What
they did instead was sing a song they
already knew about the subject and
shopping at the mall. This disappointed
more than a few people, but only because
it was unexpected.
The entire concert was excellent and
almost all of the concert-goer- s would love
to see them here again. Meredith Workman
'97 said, "It was the best thing I'veseenall
year at' Kenyon." Many students were
awed by their musical ability, as was Arian
Giantris '97, who "loved them, they are
incredible guitarists!"
The common opinion is that the women
were overall better performers than the
men. Cheryl Wheeler, playing both guitar
and piano and constantly chatting with the
audience, seems to have been the most
liked performer. All four members
performed quite well; they are a band that
most students would love to have play here
again.
everyone?) he also uses diminutive language.
This certainly rates as the song most
likely to estrange female fans on this campus.
And let's be frank, this isn't really Nineties
behaviour. Not the shrewdest move ifyou 're
planning to proselytize Pearl Jam fans. But,
hey, who flashed whom anyway?
The second side ofhis recording features
some of his more mature work. From the
country-pickin- ', foot-stompi- n',
tune and
intelligent
lyrics of "I
Hide My
Muscles
Well," to the
more subtle
andentrancing "Spanish Sand" and the moral
instructiveness of the title track (which
features the can't-mis- s accompaniment of
Over the Rhine's ethereal-voice- d Karen
Bergquist), the second side fulfills the
promise of talent made by the first. And it
polishes to brightness the pardonable
blemishes of inexperience more obvious on
the first
The harmonica playing alone on "To
the One Above" justifies his Grandpa
Rooney's claim that it is Zak's best piece.
The brief and sombre "If I Die Tonight"
(inspired by the death ofa teacher) offers the
cutting piece of mortal knowledge often
learned too late: "You see that friends make
all of the difference Don't hesitate to talk if
you've got someone to listen." Cat Stevens,
we wonder? "Oh Very Young?" "Father and
Son?"
Bzzz. Thanks for playing. The correct
answer is Morgan.
What we have in the smokeless-night-at-the-Co- ve
Zak Morgan is a remarkably
precocious musician who has a tremendous
gift for not only the mechanics of
musicianship (he play s the harmonica, piano,
Zak Morgan's debut album came out this month.
guitar and also sings) but the intangibles of
song-makin- g. There are faults, but they are,
for the most part, excusable. Some might
even say endearing, like the irregularities of
a handknit sweater.
However , those shortcomings include
a heavy reliance on choruses to fill audible
space, similar guitar rhythms, at times oddly
cliched lyrics mingling with inventive ones
and, ofcourse, the dubious merit of a song so
blatantly offensive to women as "Reinhardt
Mobile."
Also, when you fall in love desperately
and painfully in four out of eleven songs,
you can't help but lose some credibility. I
find myself wondering, Does Katie know
about Esti? Or Leigh? And do any of them
know about Robin and Sunny?
But it is clear that Kenyon has in Zak
Morgan an artist teetering on the brink of
real success. There is no question about his
talent The only question is: Will we have to
wait another five years to hear new material?
S till not convinced you should trek down
to the Bookstore and buy yourself a copy of
The Cricket and the Coin? Here are, a la
Letterman, the top five reasons why you
should:
5. You like acoustic music that has
good rhythms and a singer with a singular
voice but think that listening to the Indigo
Girls is a Kenyon cliche.
4. You want to see for yourself if those
offended are right about his lyrics need
proof for the court need his home address to
ship the explosives.
3. You have always had a crush on that
special check-ou- t person and want to look
musically discriminating in front of him
her.
2. How can you resist a tape put out by
Subtly Studly Records?
1. You want to be patriotic and buy
something "Kenyon" for yourself or as a gift
to prove that Kenyon has talented artists, but
don't want to be insulted by Kluge.
. 4.
(photo by Michael Wilson)
Jump. "I think that fraternities, so far, are a irresponsible. For most students, it is very ireequiei nans on uus campus aim wny students wno ao volunteer work, c
Dositive experience. You eet to he treated intimidating to have to ask a neer tn ston aren't thev in dorms that will anneal to ramnusnrcranizatinns andrn arvvt onls.
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Computer Program at CDC Gives Advice in the Job Market
By Mike Goldstein from the program which the CDC had last
academic year. The older program was only
The System of Interactive Guidance a demonstration of SIGI, and any students
and Information (SIGI) may be the nicest who found the program interesting but too
thing the
Educational
Testing
Service has
ever come
up with for
students.
The evil
forces
which
brought
you the
SAT and
the GRE
now have a
program
which
might
actually aid
This SIGI program is
different from the program
which the CDC had last
academic year. The older
program was only a demo of
SIGIy and any students who
found theprogram interesting
but too slow to be worthwhile
might want to try SIGI again.
students
who are looking for guidance into the job
market. SIGI is up and running in the Career
Development Center and is very easy to use.
It should be noted, however, that SIGI
will not help you find an actual position
somewhere. Nor will it custom-fi- t a job for
your specific needs. Rather, SIGI is a good
place to look if you really have no concrete
idea of what sort of job you are looking for.
"The people dissatisfied with SIGI are
usually already pretty focused on what they
want to do," CDC Director Barbara
Genscmer said.
This SIGI program is also different
Editor's note:
- Teach For America
Corps Member
See your career office for applications.
If none are available, please call
1-80083-
2-1230 ext. 120.
r
4
s
Ifyoux completed application was postmarked by F , W 4 4 'mfj m t 1 i f (
January 15. 1994. you have been guaranteed an f i s.'J' f ' if, ' ' "'Aniiiicrvicw aria will receive nonricition in (tie mail. P
slow to be
worthwhile
might want
to try SIGI
again.
TheSIGIprogram is
extremely
userfriendly.
Typically,
someone
without a
career in
mind would
start with a
series of
and values
searches to narrow down the job field. Once
personal conflicts have narrowed the field
ofjobs down, SIGI produces a list ofpossible
careers.
Sometimes, SIGI surprises the user with
the responses it gives, for instance,
recreational professional, and music
therapist. For the most part, however, SIGI
is able to come up with a few careers which
seem to be interesting possibilities.
Next, SIGI allows the user to research
the careers it has selected, including
minimum and average salaries, skills
required and general advancement
Last issue, the article on KCDCs production ofPicnic erroneously
stated the set was constructed by student volunteers. The set was
actually built by students participating in work-stud- y.
TEACH VCR M1E1CA
People think
there are limits to what we can
do, that it's out ofour reach to
really change the way things are.
Ifeel there is no limit to what we
can do it only depends on
how much ofourselves we
want to give.
?
J
opportunities within a field.
Finally, SIGI will provide some
suggestions on how to go about getting the
education needed for a particular career,
how to cope with finding a job and then how
to cope with the job.
All in all, SIGI seems to be an
enormously useful program for those without
much of an idea for a job after Kenyon. "We
really want to get the word out on SIGI,"
aware it's there."
Students who want to use the program
should call and make an appointment for it
or stop by the CDC office and see if it is
available. The SIGI program is on a three-yea- r
lease to Kenyon from ETS at $1,175
per year.
Features Briefs
Philosopher Rorty to Lecture OSU Professor to Perform
on Ethical Principles 20th Century Art Music
Described by the New York Times as
today's "most talked about philosopher
Richard Rorty will visit Kenyon Colleges:
to share his practical approach to
understanding life. He will present a talk
entitled "Do we need ethical principles?''
on Friday, February 18, at 7:30 p.m., in
Kenyon's Biology Auditorium.
Modem philosophy'sfasdnarionwith
abstract debates about the nature ofrealism
seems obsolete to Rorty; Recalls himself
an "aotirepresentationaiist," viewing
knowledge not "as a matter of getting :;
reality right, but rather as a matter of
acquiring habi ts of action for coping with
reality."
Rorty now serves as Kenan Professor
of I luimumks at the I !ni versily ofVirginia.
His books include Pfulosophy and ike
Mirror ofNature; The Consequences of
Pragnuitism, Contingency, Irony, and
Solidarity; and a two volume collection of
papers, Anlirepresentaiionalism,
Ethnacentrism, and Liberalism. ,. :
.
His views on philosophical analysis
and on proposals for moral or social change ::
have aroused criticism from many sides,
for example as "too liberal" or "old-fashion- ed
democratic,"
Arguing for tnoTe"human solidarity
and respect for the "outsider," Rorty calls
for a deeper recognition of the clianging,
diverse nature of society and values. He
advocates "a process of reformation and
enlargement rather than revolution" and
imagines "our minds gradually growing
larger and stronger and more interesting
by the addition of new options new
candidates for belief and desire, phrased
in new vocabularies.
Rorty's appearance at Kenyon,
sponsored by the Faculty Lectureships
Committee, is open to the public without
clurjze.
courtesy ofPublic Affairs
Karen Peeler, who received the 1993
Van Lawrence Fellowship awarded by
the Voice Foundation for excellence in
voice teaching, will present a recital of
songs in Kenyon College's Rosse Hid!
cWedriMy,Fcbruary23at8:00prn.
A native of Arkansas, Peeler hoki;
degrees from Tulane University, the
Cincinnati College Conservatory of
Music, and Florida State University. Her
teachings include Thomas : Houser,
Hubert Kockritz, and Elena Nikofaidi.
Peeler who has directed several
productions in the Southeast, has been
honored by Texas Opera Theater for her
contributions to the develoomcm of
opera. Before joining the Ohio Su:c
University faculty in 992y; she directed
Baylor University's division of vowJ
studies. Her work as a lyric coloratura
soprano, a stage director for musical
theater and opera, and a teacher of voice
science has carried her .throughout the
United Slates and to Austria and Italy.
Forher February 23program,Peeler
: has chosen several songs from twentieth
century art music Amy Bench's. 'Three
Songs ofRobmBrowriing.op. 44 opens
the repertory.
Also included are Ottorino
Respighi's "Four Tuscan Homages1' and
: songs by Austrian Joseph Marx and
Catalan Federico Mompou. "Song of
s Spring by Richard Faith of Indiana will
close the concert
Russell Young, vocal repertoire
coach and musical director of the opera
theater program at the University of
Miami (Florida), will accompany Peeler
on the piano for this recital
Peeler's recital, presented by the
Department of Music, is open to the
public without charge. Vi
couriesy' of Public Affairs
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes.
For Details - RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901
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Renowned Author Lectures
on the Myth ofMulticulturalism
By Kari Kutina
For some literary critics and authors
iere is not one singleblack literary tradition
nora single black feminist literary tradition.
Instead, some critics and authors offer a new
way of reading and
understanding this
type of literature
AnnDucilleisone of
those critics and
authors. On Tuesday,
February 22, at 7:30
p.m. in Peirce Hall
Lounge, DuCille will
deliver her lecture
entitled "(A) She's
Adorable, (B) She's
Black: Barbie and the
Myth of
Multiculturalism".
A known literary
critic and author, DuCille studies the images
and tradition that shape our culture,
especially within the lives of African-America- n
women. In her lecture, she will
examine our cultural myths and offer a
message for today's society.
DuCille is the author of The Coupling
Convention: Sex, Text, and Tradition in
Slack Women's Fiction. In her book, she
presents her opinions on narratives about
marriage and their effect on literary traditions
arid social conventions between 1853 and
1948.
Through The Coupling Convention,
DuCille openly challenges the popular belief
that the marriage plot was purely a
Archival Echoes...
convention of the white middle class. She
asserts that the African-America- n novel
developed around the marriage plot called
the "coupling convention".
Using her writing as a vehicle of
expression, DuCille addresses questions ofgender,
DuCille openly
challenges the
popular belief that
the marriage plot
was purely a
convention of the
white middle class.
sexuality, race,
and canon that
affect literary
study today.
DuCille
challenges the
notion of a single
black literary
tradition or of a
single black
feminist tradition
by offering a new
pattern for
reading and
understanding
this type of literature. It involves a close
examination of race, racial identity, and
racism in conjunction with considering
sexuality and "female subjectivity" in view
of certain issues of critical theory.
Ducille has taught African-America- n
literature and creative writing for the past
twenty years. She is also an accomplished
poet with poems published in several
journals. She is currently an Associate"
Professor of English as well as African-America- n
Studies at Wesleyan University.
DuCille's lecture is free and open to the
public and is sponsored by the Department
of English and the Faculty Lectureships
Committee.
The Changing Faces of Kenyon
What is Jim, the Food Service
Director's, last name?
-
A"
EdO'Malley '97
"Isn't it, like, Modzelkowski?."
Eric Chambers, Assistant
Director of Admissions
"Isn't it just The ARA Guy?'"
answer: it's Modzelew ski
Devin Sanders '94
"It's just Jim!"
Jessica Banks '96
"It starts with an 'm'...or a 'v.'"
if
X.
2
photos by Liz Kaplan
1984 Blast from the Past: "Student Pranks Persist Throughout History"
Editors'r.yZ,.r;Srl.wNote: To cheer the dreary walls..i,,f,h,ffi,wwth,!im.of the office (now the KC). Old facullvlhatyear. --Ke every pereon leaving Olin carryhelp up
time of year, we are reprinting an article
from 1984, relating various pranks from
years past. We do not recommend that
anyone attempt to copy or outdo the mischief
listed. Please be original.
By Melinda Roberts
Because today's campus pranks tend to
float into the category of "vandalism," it is
quiteentertaining to lookback over Kenyon's
past and see students' humor propagate
pranks that, as a general rule, did not cause
"reparable damage to College property.
Some of the items listed below, culled from
the
"Vandalism and Pranks" file in the
College Archives, show the great wit of
procrastinating students, while others will
justenforce the belief that some things never
change.
c 1900, Halloween Eve: Two
fehmen painted the town, not red, as the
Mying goes, but green. Every building in
Gambier sported daubs of green paint. The
town marshal caught sight of the two men
justas they were putting the finishing touches
on a building. One escaped, but the other
was locked up until morning, tried, and
fined five dollars.
c 1909-2- 5: College ArchivistThomas
B-
- Greenslade commented that class
"umeralswereritually painted on theoutside
post
pictures of the building clearly show
numerals ranging from the classes of '09 to
'25, but the painting probably began earlier
and possibly continued after that time.
c. 1925: Robert Hyde '25, recalled that
President William Foster Peirce took a dim
view of student fun when the Church of the
Holy Spirit's organ was dismantled and the
pipes were found strewn all over the athletic
field.
1938: This did not seem to be a very
good year for President Gordon Keith
Chalmers, who had recently arrived in 1 937.
He was far from being universally popular
with the students. Students' reasons for
their disgruntled state included: "Chalmers
is not a Kenyon man," "he has rocked the
school to its age-ol- d traditions," he made
several changes in the faculty which were
not popular and, horrorof horrors, he seemed
to be against the "boyish boozing of the
collegians." To strike back, Kenyon's 400
studcntsburnedPresidentChalmersineffigy,
tethered a cow in the library, put ducks in the
swimming pool and a pig in the chapel, stole
the doorknobs from classrooms, put flour in
the church's organ pipes which came
spraying out when the service began, and
alarm clocks set to go off at intervals were
the feature of another religious service. As
a final measureof dissatisfaction, the students
refused to eat Christmas supper with the
1965: Afraternityprankresultedinthe
advertisement for the sale of Kenyon's
campus under the "Property for Sale" section
of The Saturday Review of Literature.
Reading "CLOISTERED GOTHIC
RETREAT 485 sublime acres. ContactP.
Chase, Gambier, Ohio," the ad generated a
couple of replies (reported to be somewhere
between three and eight), which were
received at the post office addressed to P.
Chase, but were stamped "deceased" and
returned to the senders.
1966, October 27 (Homecoming):
Someone impersonating Dean Thomas
Edwards (presumably a student) made phone
calls to two Mt. Vernon beer distributors
and ordered them not to sell high kegs to any
fraternity whether the buyer was 21 or not.
Being Homecoming Weekend, students were
quick to make distressed phone calls to
Edwards who stressed his abhorrence at
such tactics and then informed the merchants
that the caller had been an imposter.
One may infer that Homecoming turned
out just fine.
Since the last prank listed was in 1966,
the editors felt it necessary to give a list of
more current ideas for Februaryfun:
-- Move all the napkin dispensers from
Peirce to Gund.
books through the security detector so that it
beeps incessantly.
-- Break into Bob Graves' computer file,
and include President Jordan's name on the
lottery list. Then maybe some students will
get Cromwell Cottage.
-- Spit on people from the third floor of
Peirce.
-- Switch the flavor-tag- s on the Soft-Serv- e
dispensers.
-- Paint Gambier green again; that's a
good idea! ! !
-- Put out-of-to- wn mail in the "Gambier
only" slot in the post office.
-- Move the "use other door" sign to the
unloclked door at the People's Bank.
-- Hold your wife hostage at a tanning
salon.
-- Submit unoriginal false ads to
Newscope. They won't get printed anyway.
-- Tell everyone thatyou're going to show
9 112 Weeks, then show Rainbow Brite and
the Star Stealer.
Jump. "I think that fraternities, so far, are a irresponsible. For most students, it is very treequiet halls on this campus, ana wny students who do volunteer work, kj M
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Snowden to Address Range of Topics
By Amy Rich
"Religion and Medicine," the Snowden
Salon discussion to be held tomorrow t
4:15 p.m. in the Snowden Multicultural
Center, will continue to develop the Salon's
second semester theme of religion by
addressing the issues of ethics and dietary
laws as they apply to traditional connections
between medicine and religion.
One panelist, Assistant Professor of
Philosophy Mary Hoeffgen, will discuss
"different views of euthanasia and how they
sometimes but notalways relate to religion."
Hoeffgen says that groups may support or
oppose euthenasia based on their religious
beliefs and will explain the reasons why
various groups believe as they do.
Next, the health and religious aspects of
the dietary laws of Islam and Judaism will
be addressed by two students who practice
these religions. Sophomore Ryan Krasik
will describe the meaning that dietary laws
hold for him as part of his Jewish faith and
what it means to be kosher. He will also
4 r
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discuss how Jewish dietary laws have
evolved into their present form.
"I researched the topic in the Schulhan
Aruch, which contains many orthodox
Jewish laws," Krasik said. "I will be looking
at the book of Leviticus also. Kosher does
not just refer to food. A part of it deals with
keeping clean for worship."
Krasik volunteered for the discussion
after reading an e-m- ail from Mila Cooper,
Director of Multicultural Affairs. "I knew a
little about the subject," Krasik said. "I try
to keep a somewhat kosher diet here, and I
took the Introduction to Judaism. I just sort
of fell into iL"
Senior Mohammed Iqbal will focus on
"the relationship between medicine, religion,
and fasting" in his discussion about Islamic
dietary laws, and the traditional fasting that
occurs during the month of Ramadan.
Senior Lynn Miklos, a member of the
Snowden Salon planning board, believes
that these issues are significant because they
can be discussed "both on a personal faith
level and a scholarly level."
1 PORTRAIT OF AN "A"STIinFNT
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Young or old. New or experienced. Man or woman. A Motorcycle Rider- -
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niques that make you a better, safer rider and make riding more fun. ffjCifii
Call 1-800-44- 7-4700 today and join the class, motorcycle safety foundation Tfir
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"New York City Ie Pizza"
Named the favorite place for pizza
10 minutes from campus
10 discount with Kenyon I.D.
Dine In & Pickup
No group is too large
Knox County's largest seating pizza restaurant
We seat over 100
Reservations accepted
599-676-7
Downtown-Howar- d
ST Rt 36 One mile East of Apple Valley
M,Tu,W,Th 11:30-10:0- 0
Fri, Sat 11:30-12:0- 0
Sun 3:00-10:0- 0
THIS'll be-- fve: dolmrs of
MY BOOKSTORE ACCOUNT
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ACROSS 64. Lilhium symbol
1-
- Age 65. Self
4. Knee 66. Variable star
8. I'sed with an arrow 68. Dash
11. Elderly 70. Indicates not (prefix)
12. Plural verb 71. Slanled type (abbr.)
13. In reverence 72. Small amount
14. British (abbr)
15. Japanese sash DOWN
17. Baby eagle 1. Wading bird
19. Lead (p.t.) 2. Concerning
21. Hotel 3. Fuss
23. Sesame plant 4. Sway
24. British jacket 5. Masculine pronoun
26. Chasm 6. Anger
28. Information 7. Tidy
31. Brovtn in summer 8. Toe dancing
33. Pull along 9. Morally obligated
35. Knot 10. Moist
3. Near n. Capable
38. Well-like- d 16. Bismuth sy mbol
41. Tantalum symbol 18. Alcohol
42. Escape (slang) 20. Period
44. Armed conficl 22. Not artificial
45. Sun 25. Short sleep
47. Marine algae 27. Afghanistan coin
49. Tutelary deity 29. Intelligence
51. Foundation 30. Ocean
54. Black street substaitce 32. Not later
56. Carry heavy burden 34. Fuel
58. Even 36. W inglike structure
59. Scottish textile pattern 37. Child's game
62. Male sheep 39. Friend
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40. Steal
43. I'nmarried lady
46. Child's favorite place
48. Rodent
50. Country
52. Mixed greens
53. Ireland (poetic)
55. Rajah's wife
57. Southern state (abbr.)
59. Number
60. Past
61. Negative word
63. Meet (p.t.)
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Ladies post a win over Ohio Weslyan.
rs K -
(photo by Megan O'Dowd)
Oakes inbounded the ball, surprising
the OWU defenders, concentrating mainly
on go-t- o men Harless, and Chris Donovan.
Oakes successfully hit a layup, to tie the
score, and was fouled in the act of shooting-therefor- e,
the basket counts, and Oakes had
a chance to give the Lords the lead with one
foul shot. Amidst frenzied jeers from the
OWU fans, Oakes calmly hit the free throw,
and the Lords were up by 1, 78-7- 7, with :02
to go in the game. The team appeared to have
turned it around, to hold on for the win.
It would noi be that easy.
On the OWU inboundspass, Mrukowski
tossed the ball half-cou- rt to Shumate, who
would have had to catch the pass and put up
a desperate shot in under a second in to give
the Bishops the win. To do so would have
been an incredible feat- - but hemever had to
try, because the referee whistled Harless for
a highly debatable foul as he jumped with
Shumate to attempt to intercept the pass.
Even Shumate himself, when asked about
the foul after the game, was quoted in the
Columbus Dispatch as saying that it was
probably "a makeup call for the one down
underneath the basket, because even if we
fouled (Oakes), it was on the floor before the
shot." Both calls were highly disputed by
each coach, respectively. Nonetheless, the
Lords were over the foul limit by that point
in the game, and Shumate went to the line
with two shots ahead of him. He hit the first
to tie the score, and the crowd hushed as he
set up for the second. It was not to be,
however- - the shot bounced off the rim, and
Donovan grabbed the rebound as time ran
out, sending the game into overtime. When
asked about the free throw, and what he was
thinking, Kenyon captain Ken Danzinger
says, "I couldn't believe he missed it- - but it
gave us one more chance to win in overtime,
and we did."
Shumate's three-poi- nt record was
definitely overshadowed by his botched free
throw, as the Lords indeed capitalized on the
By Todd GiardineUi
The Lords swimming team finished their
dual meet season with a battle against Big
Ten powerhouse Ohio State. The Buckeyes
came off a tough meet against conference
champions Michigan University and were
ready to face the Lords' attack. Kenyon
mounted fifteen swimmers in a losing battle
against OSU, but brought home several in-seas- on
bests and two National A-C- ut
standards.
Junior John Cave lead the Lords taking
second place honors in both the 100 and 200
breaststrokes (58.44 and 2:08.77,
respectively), surpassing National A-C- ut
marks in both events. Senior Tri-Capta- in
Karl Fuller continued to better his in-seas- on
times, recording another best in the 100
backstroke (53.7).
"John and Karl have been the team's
leaders this year during the dual meet
season," praises coach Jim Steen. "This was
an appropriate finish for their dual meets,
but I think that the best is yet to come."
Both Cave and Fuller shave for this
week's North Coast Athletic Conference
Championship Meet at Oberlin College.
Cave hopes to better his qualifying times,
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Lords Basketball Battles OWU Bishops for OT Victory
. . ... .T"l M 1 Y Y A. pm -By Mark Haggarty
Kenyon Lords Basketball travelled to
Delaware, Ohio last Wednesday night to
take on rival Ohio Wesleyan University,
and played a game that Junior guard Tom
Oakes characterized as "a great game from
the fan's standpoint" Indeed, it was the
closest game of the season as yet, and the
most exciting by far, as the Lords held on to
win in overtime, 90-8- 3.
OWU promises to be a tough foe every
season, it seems, and this was no exception.
Kenyon defeated OWU at home this past
December, 70-6- 1, but Wednesday's game
provided a new venue as OWU held the
home court advantage, complete with
cheerleaders, and even a band. The first half
was shaky for the Lords, while OWU had a
hot shooting percentage as a team. The
Battlin' Bishops had as much as a 2 1 -- 1 0 lead
at one point, but Kenyon found a groove,
and managed to close the scoring gap. Che
Smith recalls how the team gathered itself
together, and tightened up on defense to get
back into the game. Both teams went to the
locker rooms at the half with OWU holding
on to a mere two point edge.
The second half was stronger for the
Lords, and OWU maintained their level of
play, "Neither team could miss," says Smith,
"and the score went back and forth for the
entire half." Kenyon worked up a 68-6- 0 lead
with 5:30 to go in the game, only to watch
the Bishops make up the deficit in the next
four minutes. Credit is due to OWU's JR.
Shumate, who hit three-pointe- rs from all
over the perimeter for the evening, setting a
school record by hitting seven from trey-lan- d
in the game, and scoring a team-hig- h 26
points.
OWU took the lead with 1:30 to go in
the contest, 75-7- 2, but Kenyon Guard Jamie
Harless got off a three-point- er to tie the
game at 75 within ten seconds. OWU
answered with Jay Mrukowski's layup, 77-7- 5,
with a mere 36 seconds to go on the
clock. The OWU fans began to celebrate
sure victory when Harless missed a three-poi- nt
opportunity, and the Lords had the ball
out of bounds, under their basket, with three
secondsleftontheclock. The game appeared
to be in the Bishops' grasp, handing the
Lords only their second NCAC loss of the
season. Tom Oakes, however, didn't seem
be satisfied with that as an outcome.
Lady Hoopsters Beat OWU, Lake Erie
r
L
By Jeremy Collins
The Kenyon Ladies continued their
winning ways this past week winning their
fourth and fifth consecutive games by beating
Ohio Wesleyan University 68-5- 9 at home
and blowing by Lake Erie College 64-4- 4 on
the road.
The game against Wesleyan was an
exciting game for the Ladies. The team had
lost by twenty points in their last outing
against the Battling Bishops. The team has
undergone tremendous improvement since
that game. The team has been working hard
all year, but they have really gelled as a team
recently.
The game was extremely close during
the entire first quarter. The Bishops drew
first blood, but Charlotte Durant tied the
score, and Kim Graf put the Ladies ahead
with an early three pointer. Kenyon played
well and pulled ahead by as many as eight
with ten minutes left in the half. OWU then
went on a ten point run to take a two point
lead with a little over three minutes left in
the half. The lead changed three times, and
then with the Ladies down by one Kim Graf
scored a three pointer with two seconds left
J I r "
in the half to put the Ladies ahead 26-2- 4 at
the break.
The Ladies came out well rested after
halftime. The Ladies were barely ahead,
until OWU scored with fourteen minutes
left in the second half , snagging the lead by
one. Graf then put the Ladies ahead for good
with thirteen left in the game. The Ladies
took charge of the game from then on.
Although the game stayed close the Ladies
were always able to repel the charge of the
Bishops. The Ladies lead by nine several
time, but could not get past a nine point lead.
Wesleyan pulled within three with a minute
forty three left in the game. Scores by
Donovan and Graf put the lead back at nine
when the Bishops started fouling the Ladies.
Regan Shipman scored the final point of the
game on a free throw to secure a nine point
win over Ohio Wesleyan.
Several Ladies did extremely well in
the game. Graf led all scorers with twenty
six points, followed by Donovan with eleven.
Regan Shipman and Rachel Fikes each had
nine points for Kenyon. The Ladies shot
forty seven percent for the game compared
to thirty five percent for the Bishops.
see LADIES page twelve
in the five minute period, setting up a quick
83-7- 8 advantage, and OWU did not have
anything left with which to close the gap.
The tired Lords paled on momentum, and
added seven more to secure the win, 90-8- 3,
in a great game for anyone who witnessed it.
"The game took a lot out of all of us,"
admits Oakes. The fast pace seemed to
require top performances from everyone
who logged minutes. In terms of highs for
the night, Chris Donovan led the Lords with
32 points, 15rebounds; Jamie Harless added
22 points of his own. Strong performances
were given by Oakes and Danzinger, and
Matt Mikula and Mylin Johnson off the
bench. Shumate led the Bishops, followed
by Bo Dobbs with 16. Interestingly,
Shumates three-poi- nt record on the night
breaks the record formerly held by alumnus
Mike DeWitt, now Kenyon's Assistant
Coach.
The Lords improved their record to 20-- 2,
13-- 1 in NCAC action. The game against
number-on- e ranked Wittenberg, played last
night, was a pivotal game for the Lords. In
the words of Oakes, this is a "big week," for
the squad. A win over Wittenberg in Tomsich
Arena would give the Lords an undefeated
home record for the 1993-9- 4 season, a
Conference Championship, and a trip to the
NCAA national tournament. "If you look
around the gym," continues Oakes, "you see
a lot ofConference Champoinship banners-bu- t
none for basketball. We have a chance
for that this week. We need that banner, to
prove ourselves." Che Smith agrees. "All
we've changed of our game plan is our
attitudes, and upped our intensity. We have
the home court advantage, and we want the
win (against Wittenberg) Wittenberg has
played sweet all season, and it's time for
them to have a bad game, and for us to
capitalize. Rebounds are the big key."
By the time the Collegian went to print,
results of the Wittenberg game were
unavailable.
opportunity in OT. Kenyon came out strong
OSU Swims Past the Lords
while Fuller prepares to make marks in all
three of his events.
Senior Tri-Capta- in Chad Stedman
turned i n his best meet of the season recording
top performances in the 200 Individual
Medley (2:01.2) and 200 breaststroke
(2:22.2).
"Chad had the best Florida training trip
of any of the distance swimmers," says
junior teammate Andy Eaton. "He has set
himself up for a great Conference meet"
First-yea- r Dave Phillips recorded the
third fastest unshaved 500 freestyle in Lords'
history (4:39.99). "Dave swam an incredible
race," says Steen. "He took it out from the
beginning and held pace the entire way."
Phillips joins Kenyon greats Dennis
Mulvihill '88 and Dave Wentz '90 as the
only Lords to break the 4:40 barrier during
the season.
The Lords accompany the Ladies to
Oberlin College this week to compete in the
NCAC Championships. The Ladies seek
their 18th straight conference victory while
the Lords look to their 4 1 st. This is Kenyon' s
first chance to see many rookie swimmers
fully shaved and taper. Both squads hope to
fill the eighteen swimmer maximums for the
NCAA Championship Meet in March.
Jump. "I think that fraternities, so far, are a
Dositive exoerience. You eet to be treated
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irresponsible. For most students, it is very freequiet halls on this campus, and why students" who do volunteer work, l:
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aforementioned mother, or Uncle Jack
Finefrock- - your potential probably doesn't
lie in the governing of the world's largest
conglomerates. Youdon'tneed tobeabanker
or a lawyer just yet You are here to PLAY.
And play you shall.
Before we reveal your ultimate destiny,
we'll bestow upon you the history from the
archives ofKenyon Disc. Okay, so we don't
really know the names of the founders or
exactly when it started here, but, that is part
of its charm. If you play, you can pretend
you started it, and we won't tell your mother
otherwise.
Anyway, this is
what we are about
We are a collection
(eclectic) of
students, male and
female, and an
occasional alum or
faculty member,
who like to have a
little athletic
stimulation, but are
all too lame to play
established varsity
sports. As a result,
we get no locker
room, no uniforms,
no practice field, no
roster, no coaches,
no waterpeople, no
Gryzz, no trainer,
no endorsements,
no commentators,
no refreshment
f
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Ultimate Frisbee Club Encourages More Participation
By Mark Haggarty and Temple Stites
Sure. It's February, and most people
associate frisbee with warm sunny days at
the beach. Sure, you would probably prefer
to sit in front of your television and watch
the Olympics. Sure, you don't think that
you came to college to throw a plastic plate
to your peers. Sure, your mother would
probably not understand. But she is your
mother, and isn't that why you aren't eating
dinner with her this evening? Ten bucks of
this editor's money says that she neverplayed
ultimate. If she did, we don't believe you.
But you are not your mother. If you are, ....
Anyway, we will assume for the sake of
argument that you are not your mother, but
in fact you are a healthy college student with
ultimate potential.
What, you may find your inquisitive
mind wondering, is my ultimate potential?
Forget what you have heard from that
Volleyball Beats Wooster, Witt
By Evan Diamond
Last weekend Kenyon Men's Volleyball
traveled to nearby Wooster College to
destroy two severely detested foes. This
time it was Wittenberg and Wooster who
would feel the mighty punch of Kenyon
men's volleyball.
Match one against Wittenberg had an
odd start as several balls were squeezed
oncc.then again...then again in an attempt
to find one suitable for the game. Despite
bickering from the Wittenberg bench about
how Kenyon always likes to play with rock
hard balls, the festivities Finally began.
Game one began with an underhanded
serve on the part of sophomore Brian
Sheridan who recently lost a battle with an
inanimate object which will remain
nameless. With six feet of athletic tape
secured soundly to his hand, Sheridan was
able to mesmerize the unsuspecting
Wittenberg team.
With the score at four to three in favor of
Wittenberg, Kenyon knew it was time to
turn up the intensity. Senior Brian Skalinder
owned the court with nearly flawless hitting
and scrappy back row play. Quickly, the
score went from eight to seven (Wittenberg
leading), to 15-- 9 as
Kenyon dealt
Wittenberg their first
loss.
Game two opened in
the same fashion as
game one ended.
Kenyon stormed out to
a three nothing lead
thanks to several
unforced errors for
Wittenberg and solid
execution for the Lords.
Although this game
would not be a blow-ou- t. Kenyon's passing
began to wane, and without passing, points
are scarce. In just a few minutes Kenyon was
down eight to five.
Just when it seemed that the Lords were
letting one get away, they stepped up the
blocking and with it came both passing and
hitting. Co-capta- in Sam Chestnut along with
Peter Brooks and Skalinder blocked every
one of Wittenberg's hits for four straight
points. With the score climbing to 11-- 9
Kenyon, the Lords delivered the final blow
winning 15-1- 3.
Game three began with Chestnut battling
a nail on the bench. It was a ferocious duel
and neither claimed victory, although
Chestnut will forever have a gaping hole in
the side of his shorts.
This was the least interesting of the three
games because Kenyon destroyed
Wittenberg in classic fashion. Brooks came
out on fire blocking three balls for points on
consecutive plays. Blocking was Kenyon's
key to victory last weekend as the final game
against Wittenberg ended as it started. The
Lords won match one by a final score of 1 5-- 9.
Match two was against the Fighting Scots
ofWooster. This was the first time these two
clubs met this year and there is no love lost
between these two.
Game one was a poor one for Kenyon as
bad passing ruined all hopes for victory. The
game began as a rout with Wooster streaking
to a five-on- e lead. The Lords rallied back
behind the hitting of co-capta- in Peter
Beaudoin, but it just wasn't enough. The
final read 15-1- 3.
Determined not to allow another defeat,
the Lords hit the floor with ardent fervor.
Broken middle hitter Sheridan still got his
blocks set as Kenyon jumped to a seven to
two lead in the opening minutes.
Unfortunately, Wooster eliminated thatlead
tying the game first at eight, then twelve,
than thirteen. The last few minutes of game
two were gut-wrenchi- ng as the Lords knew
they could not allow another defeat. But
they didn ' t, grabbing the last two points and
winning much to the chagrin of the Wooster
fans.
Game three
"When wepass well we
get our hits and we
score. When we don't,
we suffer.
-- Brian Skalinder
was the most
well played
game of the day.
Once again,
Kenyon
jumped to an
early lead only
to see it
diminished in
minutes. With
the score tied at
ten, it was
beginning to
look shaky for the Lords. Then Senior
Marshall Chapin stepped it up with several
kills to win a squeeker by a score of 16-1- 4.
Game four was an easy one for the Lords
as all aspects of their game began working
for them. For the first time this year Kenyon
defeated Wooster in four games with game
four ending at 15-1- 1.
While the Lords did gain two match
victories last week, they were not won as
convincingly as hoped. During a time out
Skalinder stated, "When we pass well we
get our hits and we score. When we don't,
we suffer." These words are very true. The
volleyball club is very talented, and they
win almost every match they play, but it
hasn't been pretty. With a little help from the
school, this team could practice more and
win every match convincingly. Thus far
their performance has been exemplary, and
that is with one practice per week. Imagine
what they could do if they had, say, two?
t
Nick Tyner at the Midwest Sectionals.
stands, no local
spectators, previously no media;and no
attitude. Plus, we were just kidding about
the "us being lame" thing. We specialize in
good times.
Ultimate frisbee is a competitive sport
with a laid-bac- k atmosphere. If you've ever
cruised by Peirce Lawn on a sunny afternoon,
minus the snow, you've seen us. William
Shakespeare wrote that "All the world is a
field, and all the men and women its players".
We agree.
Imagine running barefoot through a field
with the rays on your shoulders and the grass
between your toes, the disc in your sights,
tripping over a gravel path, which you had
forgotten all about during your bliss, then
extending every sinew of your soul to grasp
a spinning angel in flight which has turned
ultraviolet purple in its travels from your
compadre who threw the damned thing too
far for any reasonable amount of effort of
retrieval to suffice. This is the life of Mark
"Ouch, Raspberry" McGunagle, ultimate
player. This could be you.
Due to the chilly climate, Mark, Mark,
Mark, and Mark (whoops, one Mark is in
North Carolina), and everybody else, have
taken their love of disc indoors. The flavor
is a little different, as James Brown serenades
in the background, but the game remains the
same. Sunday nights from 10 to 12, the
ultimate frisbee crew descends upon
Wertheimer Kateficldhouse to weave their
magic. Once the weather gets warmer, and
the buds begin to flower, we'll be back out
on Peirce Lawn from 4 to 6 on weekdays. It
doesn't matter if you have never thrown a
frisbee, or never successfully thrown a
frisbee, we love you and we are your brothers
and sisters. If you want to play, we want you
there,
Anyway, back to what it is that ultir
is all about. We play for enjoyment here, '
this team is not so limited as our re; '
Kenyon predecessors. We take our skill; '
the Hill. This past October saw Ken. 1
Ultimate return to the national scene, en:
a three year hiatus from intercolle-competitio- n.
The Midwest sectior.
provided fun for all, as Kenyon Ultir
piled into cars and road-trippe- d ii !
Columbus' Anheuser-Busc- h park, fc
series of games against formidable,;
p r a c tic !
V J
i
opponen:
You'llremeir
that October!
1993 ;
particula:
overcast, ba:
1
matter. Ultir.
frisbee is a r.
or shine acti .
and plus sc:
grass makes
great layout, j
Kenyon tool
the heav
f a v o r t&$Si'
North Coast;:
first part
censored- - fif.
it out) in our u
matchup of:
day. These f.
wore all bb:
1
were all grc-- .
men out of college, had specific plays, k:
coach, and basically meant busine
Needless to say, the good-time- s crew fr:
Gambier was slightly outmatched; howevr
we surprised everyone by scoring three g
against this powerhouse, more than any;'
else could manage the entire day. j
Credit is due to the Veteran player?
this one, for while the rookies were fro:
by the menacing thirtysomethings, i
seniors, namely Jeremy "my new nickna"
(
is crumbs"Willius, Temple "Not better tl
Anfernee" Stites, Julian "Sampsc:
Boxenbaum, and Nick "Quiet Riot"Tyrt
continued undaunted, and orchestrated:
scores. j
The second matchup pitted the Wfc ,
Lords against the mighty ...Yeopeople-'- ,
Oberlin College, in what would be the fin; (
Kenyon performance in Ultima!
competition history. The score was tied! .
most of the game, inching and crawl": .
forward by a point or two at a time, "',
neither squad able to break the stalematei
open a sizable lead. People began to cor
over and watch, as the score locked at ten. ;
was the first time Kenyon ultimate scored-- .
double digits in recorded frisbee histor-- ,
and we're damn proud.
Although the Yeopersons prevailed 1-- 1
10 in the end, no thanks to Mark "Yes, th- - j
was me who got burned" Haggarty,
Kenyon crew celebrated their feat withatr:
to Subway for good food on fresh-ba- k
bread. Later, a Yeospokesperson --
overheard saying, "Kenyon? Yeah,
kicked their $." Whatever, pal.
The second half of the day started ot
with a break in the action for the Gambicri
see FRISBEE page twelve
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The former NBA
slogan, "NBA
Action...It's Fan-
tastic," now rings
a little hollow on
the "action"
Haggarty Reflects on Olympic Hockey
By Mark Haggarty
The 1994 Winter Olympics are several
days old now, and the quest for medals is
heating up as always, in events such as luge,
downhill and alpine skiing, figure skating,
and of course, ice hockey. The first two
rounds of competition have been played,
and predictions are rampant from
sportscasters, proclaiming who will advance
to the medal rounds at the end of next week.
There are some strong teams in the mix
this Winter Olympics, as well as some
unfamiliar new names, due of course to the
rapidly changing political conditions in
Europe and the former Soviet Union. Then,
of course, there are the old recognizable
favorites-
- France, Canada and the good old
USA.
Team USA has had two games so far,
both ending in a tie. On the first night of
competition, USA took on the French
national team, and regulation ended in a 2--2
stalemate. As a rule, there is no overtime
Period in international hockey. The
Americans looked lackluster, at least in most
People's opinions. The team was flat, and
did not dominate the weaker French squad
predicted. Incidentally, the French squad
tost on Tuesday to the Canadians in Round
2 3-- 1
. This is not a team to compare with the
1980 gold-medal-winni- ng Americans at
e Placid; but then again, that was back
hen Russia was still Russia the Cold War
Wa$ escalating, and the win was as much a
Political statement as it was a gold medal...
Nowadays, times have changed, and
countries have split. The Cold War is over,
d the Former Soviet Union now offers
eral teams, instead of one unified squad,
'"addition, Europe has done a considerable
amount of subdividing and civil-warri- ng
since the last Winter Games, offering teams
such as the Slovakia team, who faced off
against our own Team USA on Tuesday
afternoon.
Judging from their sub-p- ar performance
in game one, USA was picked as the
underdog in this contest, and faced tough
opposition from former NHL star Peter
Stastny and his Slovakian teammates. The
Americans held their own in the first period,
keeping the score tied at one, into the second.
However, The Slovaks pulled ahead 3-- 1,
and things began to look doubtful for the
Americans. In the end, however, Team
USA proved solid enough to be reconsidered
as a medal contender, as they battled back to
a 3-- 3 tie before the final buzzer to end the
contest.
Team USA's next adversary is our
neighbor to the north. The Canadian team is
strong, as they always are. However, I
would not count the Americans out just yet-- it
could turn out to be a closer game than one
might think. Keep in mind that there are no
NHL players in the Olympics, because they
would violate the IOC's amateur policy
(don't ask about the Dream Team-- 1 don't
know how that got approved, but hey- - we
won the Gold.) Besides, the NHL season is
in full swing. This is all significant because
a majority of the NHL players are Canadian
citjzens.notAmericans. Contrary to popular
belief, having NHLer's in the Olympics
would not help Team USA to win the Gold-rathe- r,
it would simply showcase all the
Canadian stars in the NHL, and probably
lead the Great White North to the Gold.
Tune in tonight, and watch both country's
amateurs battle it out for the honor of North
American bragging rights.
league. Again, he s correct. Anyone who
has seen the Mavericks and the
Timberwolves do battle or the Kings and the
Bucks face off know what I mean. Granted,
any professional sports league has its dogs,
but expansion has only created more sub-p- ar
teams while depleting the established
teams' talentpools. The mass veteran exodus
further highlights the declining talent level
of the National Basketball Association.
The former NBA slogan, "NBA
Action...It's Fan tastic," now rings a little
hollow on the "action." CommissionerStern
and the NBA brass have scurried to find a
solution. All-St- ar weekend continues to
shift its focus to the league's youth with the
dunk competition and the new Shick all-rook- ie
game. Dream Team II's roster has
been loaded with young hopefuls, most of
whom have the kind of lucrative shoe
endorsements it took Bird, Magic, and
TT
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The Thrill Goes off The Hill, and into NBA Spotlight
Last October, as Michael Jordan sat
surrounded by reporters and television
cameras and announced his retirement, you
could feel the National Basketball
Association's panic. Above the popping
(lashes, whirring lenses and asinine questions
("When do you plan to make your
comeback?" ) we could hear Commissioner
David Stem and his cronies scrambling to
fill the void Jordan was about to create. All
season I've been skeptical of their efforts:
this weekend's All-Starfest- ivi ties confirmed
my suspicions that they
filled this void with
voluminous chaff jather
than talent-ric- h wheat
To be fair, Jordan's
retirement punctuated a
long string ofveteran All-St- ar
departures. Karcem
Abdul-Jabba- r, Magic
Johnson, Larry Bird,
Julius Erving, Kevin
McHale, and Bill
Laimbeer haveallleftthe
modem NBA that they
created. Soon to follow
will be Isaiah Thomas and
Charles Barkley, leaving few of the legends
of the 1980's NBA boom around. The
league indeed has much to fear.
In November Kevin McHale wrote of
his retirement in apiece (or Sports Illustrated
tided, "Miss the Game? No Way." In it the
ex-ei- uc waxes luce a crusty erandfather
claiming that "when I was your age I walked
ten miles to school in waist deep snow." He
criticizes the league s expansion, officiating,
promotion, and alludes that his Celtics were
the greatest team ever. If you're not a
Celtics fan 0ike me) it's a grating read.
But beneath all ofMcHale's gripes lurks
a fairly accurate criticism of the post-Jorda- n
NBA it's all talk, no walk. The media, the
shoe companies, and the NBA itself look for
slick marketing to replace the slick moves of
its former stars.
Shaquille O'Neal,
Anfemee Hardaway,
and Harold Miner tell
us that "Image is
Everything." O'Neal
alone hawks shoes,
soft-drink- s, clothing,
an autobiography, a
rap album (a bad rap
album), a movie (a
bad movie), and the
listgoeson. He'sonly
a twenty-on- e year old
second-yea- r player
and, judging by his
play in the All-- S tar game or against Hakeem
Olajuwon or Patrick Ewing, I'm not sure
that the package contains what the label
advertises.
McHale also blames the NBA's rapid
expansion for thinning talent around the
Michael several years to land. It seems that
the league has grown as big as the Nike,
Converse, Reebok, Lotto, Diadora, Adidas,
etc. promotions. Years of hard work by the
stars of the eighties have stretched these
contracts to enormous proportions. Their
absence leaves, literally, some very big shoes
to fill, so agents, teams, and the league
inflate images of untested young talent and
try to maintain the status quo.
But the NBA is suffering this year.
Beneath the shiny veneer applied by the
league's publicity department exist
passionless games and overpaid players.
Kevin McHale has reason to be content in
retirement because the league is no longer
what it was. The new NBA will never equal
the old; it lacks competitiveness, established
players, and men more loyal to their teams
than their agents and endorsers. Shaq and
his peers reek of consumerism and greed.
Lords, Ladies of Indoor Track Place
Fourth at Joe Banks Invitational
By Rudolf Leal
On Saturday, February 12th, the Kenyon
Lords and Ladies Track team traveled to
Ohio Northern to take part in the Joe Banks
Invitational. Other schools represented at
the meet were a few teams from the NCAC,
plus others from the OAC. Among them
was the powerhouse from the Association of
Mideast Colleges. Bluffton, a perennial
Division III track favorite. The team was
primed for a few upsets due to star runners
unable to compete because of injury, and the
Kenyon squad seemed especially pumped
up for Bluffton. At the end ofa grueling day,
first-ye- ar Ross Stanger summed it up: "We
didn't just beat Bluffton today, we wrecked
them ! " The team had tied with a strong John
Carroll team for fourth, surprising many,
while finishing light years ahead of Bluffton,
surprising even more.
The meet was marked by several
exceptional performances, among those the
stellar hurdling ofDave Putz. Dave has said
that he is trying to earn a spot at nationals
this year and his spectacular running this
year proves he means to follow through.
Dave won the 55-met- er hurdles by a time of
8.16 seconds and narrowly missed (by one
place) a spot in the 55-met- er dash finals.
Chris Ball had yet another solid performance,
tying for sixth in the pole vault. He gave
eventual winner Ron McGowan ofONU a
run for his money; McGowan would
eventually break the ONU indoor pole-vaulti- ng
record twice that afternoon. As
well, captain Aaron Dcrry also turned in yet
another strong performance in the 5000
meters, placing fourth with a time of 15:50.
Although missing many of their top
runners, the women gutted out an awe-inspiri- ng
effort MostimpressivewasAnnick
Shen's determination in the 5000 meters;
Annick, with only a few days of practice
because of illness, battled her way to a very
close fourth, setting the tone for the rest of
the afternoon. Other performances included
Nancy Pelligrino finishing an extremely
close fourth in a strong 800 meter field, and
Jenny Anderson and Jen Green who finishing
fourth and sixth in a powerhouse 1 000 meter
race.
Of the women, Coach Gomez said, "I
was extremely pleased with their
performance." Nancy Notes had this to say:
"Nancy P. was absolutely stellar, and Amy
Cook was an absolute workhorse" (Amy ran
in three tough races, a high number for a
runner, and ran well in all three.) Coach
Gomez concurred.
Coach Taylor noted that "we ran pretty
well against two of the fastest teams in the
Midwest. The highlight, of course, had to
have been being driven by a celebrity, and
the team thought so too." Coach was of
course referring to our busdriver, Rich, who
drove a limo for Robert Redford in the
movie Brubaker. Asked what he thought of
the team, Rich remarked, 'They're a well-behav- ed
bunch." And Coach Johnson
summed up the afternoon with "This was
our first meet against real competition. . .
and Dave Putz has to have the best and
fastest start I have ever seen in 20 years of
coaching!" The track team now will take a
select few to compete at the Ohio State
Invitational (yes, against OSU), and then it
will be time for Conferences, where the
team is looking to continue its string of
strong performances.
Athlete of the Week
Tom Oakes
Oakes, a junior guard for Lords Basketball, scored a clutch layup with two
seconds remaining in last week's game vs. OWU, and added one more on a free
throw to give the Lords a one-poi-nt lead. Although OWU tied the score, the Lords
prevailed for the win in overtime.
iftr ' it ic ?V
Jump. I think that fraternities, so tar, are a irresponsiDie. for most students, it is very utv4ull-- L luuia u" kau,FM' ""J :iuueiiu wuu uu vumuiwi wuik, r.Mi.
positive exrjerience. You cet to he treated intimidatins to have to ask a neer tn ston aren't they in dorms that will aDoeal to ramnns organizations andparnannrfor,
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JORDAN
continued from page two
interacting with the Department of
Education on the Higher Education Act
regulations, "trying to persuade them to
change the regulations in ways that will be
less intrusive." According to Jordan, NAICU
and other higher education representatives
have been somewhat successful in these
negotiations. The NAICU may work to
change the law itself in the next session of
Congress, which strict assurance of fiscal
FRISBEE
continued from page ten
of one" Browne a chance to digest lunch,
and for Leslie to get a free (yes free-isn- 't
Ohio grand?) haircut. The team returned to
action against Toledo, but lost the contest
13-- 5, due in part to a minor injury to Kate
"I'm the captain, and I will prevail" Field,
who later returned for the final match.
Kenyon closed out the day against the
host, Columbus Club. The locals were a
formidable adversary, and were on their
home turf- - too much for the gallant
goodtimers, who dropped the game 13-- 7.
On the whole, Kenyon's record for the
tourney was 0-- 4. However, in a subsequent
Ultimate newsletter, distributed nationally
PENICK
continued from page three
employed to solicit pledges for donations
after graduation.
My intention is not to engage in a lengthy
defense of 100 Senior. It is enough for me
to say that I support 100 Senior fully and
intend to continue my active commitment to
it However, I do intend to engage in a
criticism of the editorial, its (note the
possessive form) writer(s), and the body
responsible for its publication. The most
recent editorial adheres to the general pattern
The Collegian editorials have followed all
year. Most of the editorials make some
vague assertion about something that's
wrong somewhere and then fudge around
thatproblem for a few paragraphs to conclude
that something's wrong somewhere. The
editorials show little organization, thought,
effort, or vision ofhow to address the murky
"problems" out there. This is surely the case
with the most recent editorial.
In this instance, the writer(s) makes the
unsubstantiated assertion that 100 Senior
has some "procedural" problems. The
writer(s) sees the "procedure" as guilt-induci- ng
attacks to "hound cash." And
finally, the writer(s) decides that 100
Senior should not "harass," but "enhance
our final days on campus and convince us
why we should donate in years ahead." The
argument of the editorial is vague and
unorganized. There is no factual discussion
of what the 100 Senior program actually
is, nor how it's (note the contraction form of
"it is") designed to work. The editorial is
devoid of any organized or logical criticism
of the program, just as it fails to offer
alternatives to the existing program. At the
risk of redundancy, I must say that the
editorial is extremely poorly conceived and
Give Yourself
a Break!
aj.-wtjtmtJL- j, Haw raws'?:
probity and appropriate accountability as
goals.
NAICU is also concerned about a
movement to establish national standards
for higher education in ways that would
move toward standardization and diminish
healthy institutional diversity. The
Association emphasizes the importance of
assessment by each of its members to
appraise student academic progress and
institutional performance and assure that
high standards are being met.
some weeks later, we were ranked 12th out
of the 14 teams present Not too shabby, if
you want my opinion.
Tournaments are fun, especially when
Mike 'Tool off the Hill" Jenks comes along
to provide some smiles, and Mike "I coulda
been a contenda" Stern breaks into
spontaneous tumbling runs to break up the
monotony. Butallthatsaid, Kenyon Ultimate
is most at home across from Peirce, where
we will be returning as soon as the snow
dwindles and the warm spring days return
once again. Good times are ahead, ofcourse,
and you're invited. Come out and play. We
don't bite (Russ.) Join a new activity. Have
some fun. Blow off some steam. Live a
little. Your mother will be so proud.
written.
It seems to me that editorial opinion
ought to find a basis in fact.
Misrepresentation on the editorial page only
weakens the credibility of the page itself, if
not the paper on the whole. That thewriter(s)
of the editorial appears to be more concerned
about a poorly articulated and explained
encroachment on private space and time by
100 Senior volunteers than about the
factual nature and intent of the program
suggests a lack ofcommitment to respectable
and quality editorial production. I believe
that the weakness of the editorial can only be
a reflection of the weakness of the writers)
on the Editorial Board who conceived and
wrote the editorial.
Here, I reluctantly remind you that I am
amemberofthis very Board. I think that it's
time to admit the poor quality of the editorials
over the course of this year. I'm sorry to
admit my association with a board whose
standards ofproduction remain consistently
so low. I want to publicly disassociate
myself from The Collegian and its editorial
practice; I hereby resign from The Collegian
Editorial Board. I believe that I can devote
my time and energy to more constructive
and worthwhile activities, such as 100
Senior. I offer my apologies to the Kenyon
community, and especially to Kenyon
seniors, for the apparent confusion and
contradiction caused by my involvement
with 100 Senior and The Collegian
Editorial Board. Finally, I affirm my belief
in and commitment to 100 Senior and
completely disassociate myself from The
Collegian.
Sincerely,
Neil Penick
LADIES
continued from page nine
Donovan led all play ers with elevenrebounds
followed by Sarah Foran and Graf , eath of
whom had eight Donovan also had a game
high two blocks. Foran had a game high four
assists and Donovan, Foran, and Graf each
had three steals to lead the Ladies.
The starters for the game were Durrant,
Foran, Donovan, Graf, and Fikes. Youthful
enthusiasm may have been one of the reasons
for the late season surge by the Ladies.
The players were obviously happy about
the win over Wesleyan.
Emily Donovan summarized the
win."We were up going into the game. We
knew we could beat them. We played the
best forty minute game so far this season."
Kim Graf was equally enthusiastic about
the game, "The Ohio Wesleyan game was a
great game, but we can still do better as a
team." Even with a victory the Ladies are
still determined to improve.
The Ladies traveled to Lake Erie College
on Monday evening. Erie was a tough team
to play, but the Ladies were able to outplay
them. Erie is a member of the NAIA, and
thus was a different style of team for the
Ladies.
The Ladies had a slow start, and were
ahead 20-1- 8 half way through the first half.
Coach Osborne was able to motivate her
players and they outistanced Erie for the rest
of the game. Erie never threatened in the
second half, and the Ladies won by a
comfortable margin of twenty.
The Ladies shot thirty eight percent for
th game with an outstanding ninety percent
from the free throw line. Once again
individuals did well for the team. Rachel
WITTENBERG
continuedfrom page four
faces rose to their feet to welcome the Lords
out after halftime and remained on their feet
for most uf the second half. Seeming to feed
off of their energy, Kenyon came out in
strong fashion after the break and tied the
game with eight quick points. Unable to
keep Wittenberg down any longer, the Tigers
found their composure after Kenyon' s streak
and built up a 47-4- 1 lead with 14 minutes
left in the game. Unable to hit any outside
shots, the Lords once again turned to Smith
who hit two inside baskets. Matt Mikula
then tied the game at 49 , and Miller followed
with an inside basket to give the Lords their
first lead of the half with 9:15 left The
basket brought the crowd to their feet
permanently and voices began to grow horse
as every fan screamed in support of the
Lords.
The game went back and forth until
Wittenberg was able to take a four point lead
with two minutes left. With 1:15 to go,
Harless scored, and the Lords found
themselves down by only two points.
Wittenberg turned the ball over after bringing
it up the court, and Harless tied the game at
57 with 20 seconds left to play. A frenzied
crowd hollered "DEFENSE" as Wittenberg
again brought the ball up the court, but their
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followed by ninteen from Graf. Sari
added twelve points to round out the
leaders. Foran lead all players wi
rebounds followed by Donovan with.
Graf and Fikes each had six ret
Charlotte Durant and Foran each t
assists to lead Kenyon. Donovar.
game high five steals followed by
with four.
Next up for the Ladies are Wit.
on the road followed by Allegheny a:
Graf has a positive outlook :
remaining two games, "If we play
potential we will surprise some pec;
Donovan was also confident ab
next two matches. "If we go into the
thinking we can win the games th
winable games. They'll be tough th
It has been a positive season :
Ladies. Although they strugled ear!;
year they have greatly improved as :
Even though it was tough at first the;
have always maintained a positive z
"It was frustrating to loose, buii
now when you see the improvers;
have made throughout the se;
commented Donovan on the season i
Graf praised the coaches for k:
team spirits up, "Coaches were instrr
in keeping us unfrustrated. Their g:.
for us to improve, and we have."
Only one home game remains :.
Ladies. They play Allegheny at he:
Saturday. As someone who has :
enjoyed watching them improve ov:
season I guarantee you'll have a goo:
Let's see if we can improve on last
attendance of 315. Let's go Ladies!!
shot rimmed wide, and Tom Oakes :
to bring down the rebound. Unfortr-Oake- s
was not able to control the ball,:
trickled out of bounds with 2 s&
remaining.
Wittenberg called timeout and
inbound pass resulted in a shot as
showed on the clock. Yet, the shot ir.
wide, and the Lords headed to overt"
In the five minute overtime perio
Tigers took an early 60-5- 7 lead. K;
came back repeatedly to find good she
nothing would fall for the Lords fro"
outside. Eventually, Harless was a':
drive the lane, and a foul resulted ir
made free throws to pull the Lords
one at 60-5- 9. Missed outside shots
Wittenberg more opportunities, and
took a commanding 64-5- 9 lead i
minutes left. Ken Danzinger sr.-toughne- ss
with a three point play top-Lor- ds
within two late in the period-Smit- h
hit a free throw to close the gap
64. However, that would be the last I
basket as Wittenberg hit two free thro
went on to win 67-6- 4.
As disheartening as the loss
Lords proved that they can play with $
in the nation last night As Kenyon
moving on to tournament play after uV
they can be confident in their ability K
against any challenge they may med
Restaurant & Tavern
Tucs-Thu- rs 1 1 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Fri-S- at 1 1 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Sunday 1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Closed Mondays VisaMastercard
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